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Abstract—The number of digital photos in the personal computer
is exploding. In an effective photo management system, photo
annotation is the most challenging task. The current photo
annotation and management systems suffer from two crucial
problems. One is the expression of semantic knowledge; the other
is the way of photo annotation. Aiming at the former problem,
this paper proposes to utilize ontology to organize the domain
knowledge and provide formal, explicit and conceptual
annotation. Meanwhile, a dual-level semi-automatic annotation
approach is also proposed to resolve the latter problem. The
rough annotation layer provides preliminary annotation by
automatically extracting some semantic concepts from photo
titles/texts, time concepts from EXIF metadata, and photo
classification concepts from the result of face detection
algorithms. The accurate annotation layer provides more detailed
annotation by allowing users to modify, delete and add the
annotation information freely. An ontology based photo
management system OntoAlbum is implemented in this paper.
Experimental results show that the proposed approach is very
effective and promising.
Keywords-FamilyAlbum Ontology; OntoAlbum; Multi-source
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays personal digital photos are becoming a common
and valuable form of personal information. As a large number
of family photos and other personal images pile up, users
encounter severe difficulties with the management and retrieval
of them, especially when they want to find a desired one
among tens of thousands of photos using just a simple query.
Traditional photo management ways based on file
folders/albums are far from such requirement. As a result,
effective management of these large personal photo collections
is becoming indispensable.
II.

RELATED WORK

Most current management systems use text/keyword as
annotation information for the photo management. When users
want to find a desired photo, search engines will match their
queries with these text/keyword descriptions and present the
best matches to them. However there are still two crucial issues
in such systems.
One issue is the expression of semantic knowledge. The
text/keyword-based approach is intuitive and accurate. Early

systems, such as PhotoFinder [1], used keywords to annotate
the content of photos and names of people to help with
retrieval. However, the keyword-based approach is only
lexically motivated and the lexicons are not well organized.
And the problem of semantic relevance and multiplicity cannot
be well resolved. For example, a photo annotated with “puppy”
would not appear in the search results with keyword “animal”
or “dog”.
The other issue is the way of photo annotation. Traditional
editing annotation information manually is a tedious and timeconsuming task for most people. Though many researchers are
devoted to improve the convenience of the annotation tools,
such as Show&Tell[2], Shoebox[3], the work of O'Hare et al.[4]
and that of Brendan et al.[5] etc., these ways of annotation are
not appropriate for the large-scale photo collection.
The content-based approach is another solution for photo
annotation. In CBIR (Content-based Image Retrieval), key
efforts have concentrated on using low-level features such as
color, texture, and shapes to describe and compare image
content. The advantage of this kind of approach is that it
requires little or no manual intervention. In order to bridge the
gap between low-level visual features and high-level semantics,
researchers have done a lot of work based on computer vision
and machine learning techniques, such as Joo-Hwee Lim et
al.[6], Wu Yi [7] and Seungji Yang [8] etc.. However, there are
still many difficult problems in the fields of computer vision
and pattern recognition, which lead to low accuracy of concept
detecting and limited number of semantic concepts (about 50 at
most) that can be recognized. So it couldn’t meet users’ needs
well by purely depending on the conception learning based
approach. In a word, the research on photo annotation is still a
challenging task in the photo management systems.
III.

OUR METHOD

A. FamilyAlbum Ontology
In this paper, a dual-level semi-automatic photo annotation
approach by using multi-source information and ontology is
proposed.
Ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared
conceptualization [9]. Different from other data models,
ontology focuses on providing an explicit conceptualization
that describes the semantics of data with modeling domain
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concepts, their relationships and attribute associations. In our
work, a domain model, FamilyAlbum, is built to be a
knowledge description framework for the personal digital
photo management domain, which provides the vocabulary and
background knowledge to describe semantic concepts of a
photo.
Ontology has 5 modeling elements: concepts, properties,
relation, axioms and instances [10]. Ontology building is a
process of defining and enriching these elements. User study
and survey show that some semantic concepts, such as Time
(eg. Spring, Dusk, 1995), Site (eg. Home, Disneyland,
Museum), Person (eg. Myself, Mary, Tom), and Event (eg.
Gathering, Sport, Visit) etc., are important cues for photo
browsing and researching. By the frequency statistics of tags
appearing on the Flickr website, we chose some day to day
vocabularies often used by people to mark their photos. About
120 initialized concepts are included in the FamilyAlbum
ontology, in which about 12 are regarded as core top-level
concepts. By the bottom-up method, these concepts are
arranged hierarchically in the ontology referencing to the
structure of WordNet. In the hierarchy, the relationship
between concepts can be subsumption. As show in fig. 1(a), the
left diagram is a hierarchy of Photo class. In the right diagram,
PhotoID, TakeTime, Width etc. are DataType properties of
Photo class. These “intrinsic” attributes are assigned to each
concept identifying it as a unique one in the whole knowledge
framework. Meanwhile, Object properties are defined to brace
the globe knowledge network, such as hasTarget,
Event_occurTime etc. These “extrinsic” attributes represent
the semantic relationships between abstract concepts. The
framework of FamilyAlbum is shown in figure 1(b).

(a) Part of concepts organized in hierarchical structure

Besides abovementioned class concepts, properties and
relations, system also allows users to create and edit instances
in the ontology as they like. These elements of ontology
provide formalized definition of conceptions in this domain,
and also provide annotation information for photos. Ontology
can be regarded as a “bridge” between actual expressions of
grammar and abstract conceptual model.
B. Text Based Automatic Annotation s
Representing the content of a photo by texts is quite
intuitive. Users may organize the photos into directories where
the directory names can be used as text input. Some of the
photos may have descriptive filenames that can be used as text
input. Perhaps there are other text inputs for the photos. In
order to take full advantage of these texts to automatically
annotate photos. A conceptual matching algorithm based on
text analysis technique is proposed. The detailed process is
shown in the following.
Step 1: Input text
Step 2: Extract key phrases W [] from text
Step 3: For each key phrase w ∈ W []
Match it with all of the existing
ontology instances
If there are appropriate matching
Then go to step 7
Else go to step 4
Step 4: Calculate the similarities based on
WordNet between the key phrase and every class
concept in the ontology
Step 5: Find out the best match concept
Step 6: Create an instance using the key phrase
for the best match concept
Step 7: Connect the photo and the instance with
properties defined in the FamilyAlbum ontology
Step 8: IF all of the key phrases are computed
Then complete annotation process
Else go to step 3

WordNet is a lexical reference system, which organizes
English nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs into synonym sets,
each representing one underlying concept. We compute the
similarity between a key phrase and a concept in the
FamilyAlbum ontology using javasimlib, a Java-based tool that
computes the similarity between words (or synsets) over the
WordNet hierarchies based on an information theoretic metric
[11]. Given two words or synsets, javasimlib returns a value
between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates the highest similarity.
C. Metadata and SVM Based Automatic Annotation
An image file created by a digital camera usually contains
EXIF metadata in the file header that includes the most
important parameters of camera settings when the photograph
was taken. Different camera manufacturers often produce a
different set of EXIF parameters. The parameters we found to
be useful for photo annotations are: date and time, f-stop,
exposure time, flash and focal length.

(b) The framework image of FamilyAlbum ontology
Figure 1. FamilyAlbum ontology in photo management and annotation
system

The date and time parameter could inference some semantic
concepts related time, such as, Calenda (eg. April 5, 2007),
season (eg. spring, autumn) and time period (eg. dawn,
morning) etc. The EXIF metadata together with the color
moment (CM) features of images also can be utilized to
produce the semantic concepts of scene classification. In our
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work, the libSVM library [12] with the RBF kernel is used to
train and classify photos. Both the CM features and the EXIF
features are extracted and combined as the input of classifier.
The photos are grouped into indoor, outdoor daytime and
outdoor night automatically. The instances of these concepts
will be created automatically in the ontology for photo
annotation when they are importing the system. Each photo is
allowed to own multiple annotations.
D. Face Detection Based Automatic Annotation
Images contain rich semantic information. Inference of the
semantic concepts from image content is another way to
automatically annotate photos. Despite the limitation of
computer vision technology, there are still some comparatively
mature techniques that could be used in photo management
systems, such as face detection. In this paper, face detection
algorithm provided by Intel’s OpenCV library are used to
locate faces in a photo with reasonable accuracy. By
calculating the numbers of faces in the photo, the system can
classify the photos into portrait, group, crowd and
scenery photos etc. Meanwhile, the instances of these class
concepts are created in the ontology and linked with the
corresponding photo instance by the system automatically.
E. Semi-automatic Dual-level Annotation Approach
Though we can automatically detect and infer some
important concepts from text, EXIF metadata and results of
face detection, there are still many difficulties to obtain more
concepts with higher accuracy. As a result, a fully automatic
photo annotation system is unrealistic till now.
A semi-automatic dual-level annotation approach is also
proposed in our work. The first layer is a rough annotation
layer, in which the Nature Language Process (NLP) technique,
the face detection technique and EXIF information are used to
extract concepts automatically. The other layer is the accurate
annotation layer, in which the users can modify inappropriate
annotations and create new annotations for photos manually.
The approach of dual-level annotation leverages the
tediousness of fully manual annotation and the inaccuracy of
fully automatic annotation.
IV.

TABLE I.

RESULTS OF THE SCENE CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM

Experi
ments

CM
features

1

mean

2

mean

3

mean,
variance

4

mean,
variance

EXIF features
f-stop, exposure time,
flash, focal length
f-stop, exposure time,
flash, focal length
f-stop, exposure time,
flash, focal length
f-stop, exposure time,
flash ,focal length, date
and time

Color
space

Correct
rate

RGB

84.71%

HSV

85.90%

RGB

85.90%

RGB

85.90%

B. Evaluation of Text Based annotation
We ran the proposed conceptual matching algorithm on
three photo title texts datasets. The first one is from a personal
photo collection. The second one is from URL
http://dancephotography.com/, which describe many scenes of
life. The last one is from http://www.twin-springs.com, which
describe many natural landscapes. These text items are
extracted key words and matched with the concepts in the
ontology. Compared with manual matching, the precisions of
the algorithm on the three databases are shown in table 2.
TABLE II.

RESULTS OF THE CONCEPTUAL MATCHING ALGORITHM

Personal Photo Set

100

148

Number
of
matched
124

Dance Photography

204

315

257

81.58%

Twin-springs

230

826

692

83.78%

Total

534

1289

1073

83.24%

Number
of titles

Database

Extracted
key words

Correct
rate
83.78%

C. Evaluation of automatic classification based on the face
detection
We test the performance of face detection based automatic
classification algorithm as well. The experiment is performed
on a dataset that includes a total of 1433 personal photos.
These photos are classified into portrait, group, crowd and
scenery according to the number of automatically detected
faces. The comparison of the automatic classification with the
manually annotation is show in table 3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Evaluation of Metadata and SVM Based annotation
The image database in these experiments consists of 2376
consumer photographs provided by HP. They depict typical
family and vacation scenes, and are taken by many different
individuals, at all different times of the year. The database is
quite diverse, and includes snow, bright sun, sea, sunset, night
and silhouette scenes. Image types not in our database can be
easily added to the training set without changing any
algorithms.
The images were hand-labeled by three independent people.
Included are 911 ones labeled as outdoor daytime, 833 ones
labeled as indoor and 420 ones labeled as outdoor night for
training. Other 107 labeled as indoor, 145 labeled as outdoor
day and 60 labeled as outdoor night photos are used for testing.
The experimental results are shown in table 1.

TABLE III.

RESULTS OF AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION BASED ON FACE
DETECTION ALGORITHM

Category

Number of
tested

Number of
misclassified

Correct rate

scenery

405

31

92.34%

portrait

755

110

85.43%

group
crowd

200
73

28
11

86%
84.93%

total

1433

180

87.43%

D. Photo management system: OntoAlbum
In order to verify the validity of the proposed approach, we
developed an ontology based photo management system:
OntoAlbum. The diagram of the semi-automatic annotation and
management system is shown in figure 2.
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photo collections. Ontology can provide formal, explicit and
conceptual annotation lexicons and inference query. The semiautomatic dual-level annotation method alleviates the
tediousness of manual annotation by automatically extracting
semantic concepts from text, EXIF metadata and face detection
result, and improves the performance of annotation by allowing
users to freely edit the annotation information. Furthermore,
the implemented OntoAlbum system shows that the proposed
approach is very effective and promising. More concepts
automatic extraction algorithms and more complex ontology
based inference algorithm will be further studied.

User
User Interface
Photos
Retrieval

Ontology
Visualization

Manual
Annotation

Photos
Browsing

Ontology

Query

Import Database

EXIF
Text
Query
Processor

Database

Automatic
Annotation
Processor

Image
content

Figure 2. Diagram of the ontology based semi-automatic annotation and
management system

Users can browse, annotate and search their photos in the
OntoAlbum through the GUI (see fig.3). When selected photos
are imported into the database, automatic annotation processor
creates associates an ontology instance for each photo based on
the above-mentioned algorithms. Moreover, improper
annotation information can be modified anywhere at any time
when users browsing photos. These photo annotations are
stored in a repository library in the OWL format.
Once the photos are well annotated, the query processor
conducts the query by using W3C’s SPARQL language. The
logical foundation of OWL is DL (Description Logic), which
supports reasoning about instances. For example, we want to
search the photos of Anne. Clicking the instance Anne of
Person class (see the most right of Figure 3), all the photos
related to Anne will be extracted explicitly from the database
through the ontology inference.

Figure 3. A typical interface page of the OntoAlbum system

V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
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